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Knowledge-based Information Systems Jul 25 2022
Design and Development of Knowledge-Based Systems Oct 16 2021 This book focuses on how to develop large-scale Knowledge-Based
Systems within budget and on time. The authors teach step-by-step techniques through the knowledge-based system life cycle from the initial
development to maintenance of the system.
Image Understanding Workshop Jul 13 2021
Knowledge, Space, Economy Oct 24 2019 First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Cumulated Index Medicus Apr 29 2020
Designing and Evaluating E-Management Decision Tools Jul 21 2019 Designing and Evaluating E-Managemnet Decision Tools presents the
most relevant concepts for designing intelligent decision tools in an Internet-based multimedia environment and assessing the tools using
concepts of statistical design of experiments. The design principle is based on the visual interactive decision modeling (VIDEMO) paradigm.
Several case studies are discussed in detail, referring to online preference elicitation, collaborative decision making, negotiation and conflict
resolution, and marketing decision optimization. (See www.beroggi.net for more info on the book and Visual Interactive Decision Modeling)
Social Networks: A Framework of Computational Intelligence May 31 2020 This volume provides the audience with an updated, in-depth and
highly coherent material on the conceptually appealing and practically sound information technology of Computational Intelligence applied to
the analysis, synthesis and evaluation of social networks. The volume involves studies devoted to key issues of social networks including
community structure detection in networks, online social networks, knowledge growth and evaluation, and diversity of collaboration
mechanisms. The book engages a wealth of methods of Computational Intelligence along with well-known techniques of linear programming,
Formal Concept Analysis, machine learning, and agent modeling. Human-centricity is of paramount relevance and this facet manifests in many
ways including personalized semantics, trust metric, and personal knowledge management; just to highlight a few of these aspects. The
contributors to this volume report on various essential applications including cyber attacks detection, building enterprise social networks,
business intelligence and forming collaboration schemes. Given the subject area, this book is aimed at a broad audience of researchers and
practitioners. Owing to the nature of the material being covered and a way it is organized, the volume will appeal to the well-established
communities including those active in various disciplines in which social networks, their analysis and optimization are of genuine relevance.
Those involved in operations research, management, various branches of engineering, and economics will benefit from the exposure to the
subject matter.
Creativity in Intelligent Technologies and Data Science Jun 19 2019 This two-volume set constitutes the proceedings of the Third Conference
on Creativity in Intellectual Technologies and Data Science, CIT&DS 2019, held in Volgograd, Russia, in September 2019. The 67 full papers,
1 short paper and 3 keynote papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 231 submissions. The papers are organized in
topical sections in the two volumes. Part I: cyber-physical systems and Big Data-driven world. Part II: artificial intelligence and deep learning
technologies for creative tasks; intelligent technologies in social engineering.
Methoden des Knowledge Engineering Jun 12 2021 Die Entwicklung von Expertensystemen oder Wissensbasierten Systemen hat in der
Vergangen heit oft darunter gelitten, daB Aspekte der methodischen und systematischen Entwicklung dieser Systeme zu Gunsten der
Beantwortung mehr technologisch orientierter Fragestellungen, man denke an die Forschung im Bereich der Wissensreprasentations- und
Inferenztechniken, vernachlassigt wurden. Software Life Cycles, Entwicklungsprinzipien, Ziele der Softwareentwicklung und andere Begriffe,
die aus dem Bereich des Softwareengineering wohl bekannt sind, fiihren sukzessive zur Herausbildung von methodologisch fundierten
Ansatzen des Knowledge Engineering. Hierbei wird deutlich, daB die Erfahrungen aus dem Bereich des Softwareengineering in Teilbereichen
durchaus iibertragbar sind, sofern man die charakteristischen Merkmale Wissensbasierter Systeme, die diese von traditioneller Software
unterscheiden, beachtet. Die Dissertation Herrn Hoppes leistet ihren Beitrag zur Uberwindung des methodischen Defizi tes. Auf Basis der
Darstellung von Methodologien des Knowledge Engineering werden Probleme bei der Anwendung und Aspekte der Integration der
verschiedenen richtungsweisen den Ansatze aufgezeigt. Hierbei wird der Problematik der Life Cycle Modelle fiir die Entwick lung
wissensbasierter Systeme ein Schwerpunkt gewidmet. Verfahren der Konzeptuellen Modellierung men schlicher Expertise als Voraussetzung
fiir ein erfolgreiches und wartbares Softwareprodukt werden in ein konzipiertes Vorgehensmodell integriert.
Refining the Mathematics Knowledge Base Sep 15 2021 Understanding the knowledge that teachers must bring to their classrooms is critical
to the advancement of the field of teacher education. Understanding how teacher knowledge impacts various aspects of teacher practice is

also critical. Understanding the interplay between teacher knowledge and practice, and consequently the result that this relationship has on
student learning is most important. This dissertation attempts to advance our collective understanding of the complex relationship between
teacher knowledge, teacher practice, and student learning in the field of elementary mathematics. Four third-grade teachers were followed as
they taught a subset of lessons in a unit on fractions. The study first investigates the types of knowledge that the teachers brought to their
classrooms. Then, an examination is conducted of the way in which these types of knowledge impacted their teaching practice. Finally, the
student learning that resulted over the course of these lessons is discussed. This study supports the widespread belief that teacher knowledge
is important to instruction. The descriptions of the case study teachers highlight that their varying levels of knowledge resulted in unique
aspects of practice being emphasized in their classrooms. This dissertation documents the differences in teaching practice and the trade-offs
that produce differences in student learning. Interesting student learning patterns emerged, based on qualitative student interviews. Medium
students from classrooms in which teachers focused for more sustained periods on mathematical concepts seemed to demonstrate greater
procedural fluency and deeper conceptual understanding than their peers in the other classrooms. Low students in classrooms where fluency
was the focus seemed to show slightly greater procedural fluency, though less conceptual understanding, than their peers in the classrooms
that spent more time on concepts. High students showed no appreciable difference across all classrooms. This study adds to the field by
introducing a new construct, the conceptual threshold, to offer an explanation of these student learning trends.
Successful Case-based Reasoning Applications Feb 08 2021 Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an Artificial Intelligence (AI) technique to
support the capability of reasoning and learning in advanced decision support systems. CBR exploits the specific knowledge collected on
previously encountered and solved situations, which are known as cases. In this book, we have collected a selection of papers on very recent
CBR applications. These, after an in-depth analysis of their specific application domain needs, propose proper methodological solutions and
give encouraging evaluation results, which have in some cases led to the commercialization step. The collected contributions demonstrate the
capability of CBR to solve or handle issues which would be too difficult to manage with other classical AI methods and techniques, such as
rules or models. The heterogeneity of the involved application domains indicates the flexibility of CBR, and its applicability in all those fields
where experiential knowledge is (readily) available.
ICMLG 2018 6th International Conference on Management Leadership and Governance Nov 17 2021 These proceedings represent the work
of researchers participating in the 6th International Conference on Management, Leadership and Governance (ICMLG 2018) which is being
hosted this year by the Institute for Knowledge and Innovation Southeast Asia (IKI-SEA), a Centre of Excellence of at Bangkok University,
Thailand on 24-25 May 2018.
Intelligent Systems and Technologies Sep 22 2019 Intelligent systems and technologies are increasing finding their ways in our daily lives.
This book presents a sample of recent research results from key researchers. The contributions include: Introduction to intelligent systems; A
Fuzzy Density Analysis of Subgroups by means of DNA Oligonucleotides; Evolution of Cooperating Classification Rules with an Archiving
Strategy to Underpin Collaboration; Designing Agents with Dynamic Capability; Localized versus Locality Preserving Representation Methods
in Face Recognition Tasks; Invariance Properties of Recurrent Neural Networks; Solving Bioinformatics Problems by Soft Computing
Techniques; Transforming an Interactive Expert Code into a Statefull Service and a Multicoreenabled System; Ro-WordNet with Paradigmatic
Morphology and Subjectivity Mark-up; Special Cases of Relative Object Qualification using the AMONG Operator; Effective Speaker Tracking
Strategies for Multi-party Human-Computer Dialogue; The Fuzzy Interpolative Control for Passive Greenhouses; GPS safety system for
airplanes; 3D Collaborative Interfaces for E-learning; Open Projects in Contemporary E-Learning; Software Platform for Archaeological
Patrimony Inventory and Management. The book is directed to the graduate students, researchers, professors and the practitioner of
intelligent systems.
Competing with Knowledge Dec 06 2020 Knowledge management (KM) is probably the first major management trend to identify information
and its management as a crucial element in the success of an organization. In order for information professionals to participate fully in KM
initiatives, or to be able to take advantage of the concept to improve the effective application of their skills, both the professionals and
management need a good understanding of the KM approach and the information related roles within that framework. This book focuses on
the potential role of the information professional in the KM environment and, using plenty of case studies, considers: the knowledge context creating knowledge based environments in a range of sectors powering information: the role of information skills in KM. Readership: This book
will make topical reading not only for those seeking career development through KM but for all information professionals wondering exactly
what it is and how it will affect their work. LIS graduates and postgraduates will also be potential readers. Published in association with TFPL
Ltd TFPL Ltd have been researching KM since 1996 and have monitored developments in Europe and the USA. They have recently
completed an international research project looking at the skills required for the successful implementation of knowledge management.
Managerial Strategies for Business Sustainability During Turbulent Times Apr 22 2022 As the economy fluctuates, so does the need for
resilient business practices. If organizations can remain strong and steady during difficult times, they will be more fruitful during successful
periods as well. Managerial Strategies for Business Sustainability During Turbulent Times is a crucial resource that discusses successful
methods and techniques for building sturdy company practices. Featuring pertinent topics such as sustainable supply chains, knowledge
management, information sharing, and performance evaluations, this is an ideal scholarly reference source for CEOs, managers, business
students, and researchers that would like to discover more unique and engaging ways to build a strong business foundation.
Parallel and Distributed Computing in Engineering Systems Nov 24 2019 This book presents 91 papers reflecting the experience of a large
family of workers in the field of parallel and distributed computing systems. It explores fresh results and important methods and tools. Among
topics addressed are: architectures and algorithms, parallel computing in non-numerical processes, parallel computing in optimization, control
and signal/image processing, distributed computing and control, neural computing, communication networks, and engineering applications.
Research institutes and companies, as well as universities and individual computer, control, systems, or communications scientists and
engineers should find this a valuable addition to their libraries.
Agents and Ambient Intelligence Jul 01 2020 The concept of an intelligent agent - a computational system capable of performing certain tasks
autonomously - derived from the growing potential of digital computers in the mid 20th century and had been widely adopted by the early
1990s. Partly in parallel with this concept, the perspective of ambient intelligence (AmI) emerged in the late 1990s. Agent technology and AmI
have many similarities, and the main purpose of this book is to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art of the scientific area that integrates
these two. The book addresses a wide variety of topics related to agents and AmI, including theoretical, practical, design, implementation,
ethical and philosophical issues. The 12 chapters are arranged in four sections. The first consists of three chapters discussing ethical and
philosophical issues; the second part explores various approaches that can be used to develop agent-based AmI Systems; the third part
contains three chapters that share the goal to endow AmI systems with useful properties like intelligence and adaptivity and the last section
presents concrete applications of agent-based AmI systems. This book provides an insight into recent achievements and future challenges at
the intersection of agent technology and ambient intelligence and will assist the development of more intelligent, flexible, effective and user-

friendly systems as well as posing critical questions about the future of the role of agents within the AmI perspective.
Knowledge-Based Bioinformatics Jun 24 2022 There is an increasing need throughout the biomedical sciences for a greater understanding of
knowledge-based systems and their application to genomic and proteomic research. This book discusses knowledge-based and statistical
approaches, along with applications in bioinformatics and systems biology. The text emphasizes the integration of different methods for
analysing and interpreting biomedical data. This, in turn, can lead to breakthrough biomolecular discoveries, with applications in personalized
medicine. Key Features: Explores the fundamentals and applications of knowledge-based and statistical approaches in bioinformatics and
systems biology. Helps readers to interpret genomic, proteomic, and metabolomic data in understanding complex biological molecules and
their interactions. Provides useful guidance on dealing with large datasets in knowledge bases, a common issue in bioinformatics. Written by
leading international experts in this field. Students, researchers, and industry professionals with a background in biomedical sciences,
mathematics, statistics, or computer science will benefit from this book. It will also be useful for readers worldwide who want to master the
application of bioinformatics to real-world situations and understand biological problems that motivate algorithms.
Organizational Network Analysis Feb 26 2020 The integrated meta-model for organizational resource audit is a consistent and comprehensive
instrument for auditing intangible resources and their relations and associations from the network perspective. This book undertakes a critically
important problem of management sciences, poorly recognized in literature although determining the current and future competitiveness of
enterprises, sectors and economies. The author notes the need to introduce a theoretical input, which is manifested by the meta-model. An
expression of this treatment is the inclusion of the network as a structure of activities, further knowledge as an activity, and intangible assets
as intellectual capital characterized by a structure of connections. The case study presented is an illustration of the use of network analysis
tools and other instruments to identify not only the most important resources, tasks or actors, as well as their effectiveness, but also to connect
the identified networks with each other. The author opens the field for applying her methodology, revealing the structural and dynamic features
of the intangible resources of the organization. The novelty of the proposed meta-model shows the way to in-depth applications of network
analysis techniques in an intra-organizational environment. Organizational Network Analysis makes a significant contribution to the
development of management sciences, in terms of strategic management and more strictly resource approach to the company through
structural definition of knowledge; application of the concept of improvement-oriented audit abandoning a narrow understanding of this
technique in terms of compliance; reliable presentation of audits available in the literature; rigorous reasoning leading to the development of a
meta-model; close linking of knowledge and resources with the strategy at the design stage of the developed audit model, including the
analysis of link dynamics and networks together with an extensive metrics proposal; an interesting illustration of the application with the use of
metrics, tables and charts. It will be of value to researchers, academics, managers, and students in the fields of strategic management,
organizational studies, social network analysis in management, knowledge management, and auditing knowledge resources in organizations.
Intelligence Methods and Systems Advancements for Knowledge-Based Business Oct 28 2022 Knowledge is power: In today s era of
knowledge-based economies, constantly changing business environments, severe competition, and globalization, gaining the knowledge edge
will greatly empower an organization to stay on the cutting edge. Intelligence Methods and Systems Advancements for Knowledge-Based
Business examines state-of-the-art research in decision sciences and business intelligence, and the applications of knowledge-based
business with information systems. This comprehensive volume will provide researchers, academics, and business professionals with the
research and inspiration they need to strengthen and empower their businesses in today s world.
Proceedings of International Joint Conference on Advances in Computational Intelligence Aug 02 2020 This book gathers outstanding
research papers presented at the 5th International Joint Conference on Advances in Computational Intelligence (IJCACI 2021), held online
during October 23-24, 2021. IJCACI 2021 is jointly organized by Jahangirnagar University (JU), Bangladesh, and South Asian University
(SAU), India. The book presents the novel contributions in areas of computational intelligence and it serves as a reference material for
advance research. The topics covered are collective intelligence, soft computing, optimization, cloud computing, machine learning, intelligent
software, robotics, data science, data security, big data analytics, and signal and natural language processing.
Digital Information Processing and Communications, Part II Aug 22 2019 This two-volume-set (CCIS 188 and CCIS 189) constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the International Conference on Digital Information Processing and Communications, ICDIPC 2011, held in Ostrava,
Czech Republic, in July 2011. The 91 revised full papers of both volumes presented together with 4 invited talks were carefully reviewed and
selected from 235 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on network security; Web applications; data mining; neural
networks; distributed and parallel processing; biometrics technologies; e-learning; information ethics; image processing; information and data
management; software engineering; data compression; networks; computer security; hardware and systems; multimedia; ad hoc network;
artificial intelligence; signal processing; cloud computing; forensics; security; software and systems; mobile networking; and some
miscellaneous topics in digital information and communications.
Dynamics of Economic Spaces in the Global Knowledge-based Economy Jan 19 2022 This book addresses how economic spaces
dynamically change within the context of the global knowledge-based economy. Specifically, it centers the discussion on integrated views of
understanding and conceptualizing dynamic changes of global economy under the global megatrends of globalization, knowledge-based
economy, information society, service world, climate change, and population aging. Focusing on East Asia, especially on Korea, it deals with
case studies regarding the processes and patterns of these global dynamics, looking at economic spaces of various spatial scales and types
of economic actors. This book develops a theoretical model for understanding and analysing the dynamics of economic spaces that are being
reshaped within the larger global economy. It also emphasizes the analysis of empirical studies at the level of firm, region, and state by
considering an evolutionary perspective over time. In developing its theoretical framework, this book examines regional resilience, intangible
assets, service innovation, path dependence, and other notions related to the evolution of economic spaces, and incorporates these elements
into real-world case studies. The integrated theoretical framework examined here contributes a new perspective on spatial disparities in the
global economy. An integral model of service innovation; the integration of path dependence and regional resilience; the interaction between
firm and region for the accumulation of intangible assets; and the roles of governments and global firms: these are all essential to
understanding the dynamics of economic spaces in East Asia. The theoretical model and case studies in this book suggest policy implications
for developing countries, especially in the Asian and African regions, with regard to regional development and innovation policies.
Linguistically motivated principles of knowledge base systems Sep 27 2022
Current Trends in Knowledge Acquisition Mar 21 2022 Knowledge acquisition has become a major area of artificial intelligence and cognitive
science research. The papers in this book show that the area of knowledge acquisition for knowledge-based systems is still a diverse field in
which a large number of research topics are being addressed. However, several main themes run through the papers. First, the issues of
integrating knowledge from different sources and K.A. tools is a salient topic in many papers. A second major topic in the papers is that of
knowledge modelling. Research in knowledge-based systems emphasises the use of generic models of reasoning and its underlying
knowledge. An important trend in the area of knowledge modelling aims at the formalisation of knowledge models. Where the field of

knowledge acquisition was without tools and techniques years ago, now there is a rapidly growing body of techniques and tools. Apart from
the integrated workbenches already mentioned above, several papers in this book present new tools. Although knowledge acquisition and
machine learning have been considered as separate subfields of AI, there is a tendency for the two fields to come together. This publication
combines machine learning techniques with more conventional knowledge elicitation techniques. A framework is presented in which
reasoning, problem solving and learning together form a knowledge intensive system that can acquire knowledge from its own experience.
Advances in Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Jan 07 2021 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th Pacific-Asia
Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, PAKDD 2001, held in Hong Kong, China in April 2001. The 38 revised full papers and
22 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 152 submissions. The book offers topical sections on Web
mining, text mining, applications and tools, concept hierarchies, feature selection, interestingness, sequence mining, spatial and temporal
mining, association mining, classification and rule induction, clustering, and advanced topics and new methods.
People Management and Performance Oct 04 2020 Do human resource management practices actually work? This timely and engaging
volume examines the links between people management practices and organizational performance. Focusing on the implementation and
impact of HR strategies, the book puts forward a model, which draws attention to: The importance of the culture and values of the organization
The needs of professional knowledge workers The links between human resources and performance People Management and Performance
takes a critical view of how and why HR practices have had a positive impact on a range of organizations and also considers the implications
for theory and practice. Incorporating case studies from well known organizations, such as Nationwide and Selfridges, this book will be of
interest to graduate students of HRM and business and management, as well as practitioners working in the field.
Indigenous knowledge of Borana pastoralists in natural resource management: a case study from southern Ethiopia Feb 20 2022
The Semantic Web for Knowledge and Data Management Nov 05 2020 Provides a single record of technologies and practices of the
Semantic approach to the management, organization, interpretation, retrieval, and use of Web-based data.
Wissensbasierte Systeme Sep 03 2020
Electronic Business und Knowledge Management — Neue Dimensionen für den UnternehmungserfolgMar 09 2021 In vier Abschnitte
gegliedert, greift dieses Buch zwei erfolgversprechende Konzepte für Unternehmungen auf. "Strategische Entscheidungen durch neue ITKonzepte" beschreibt die Herausforderungen und Ver nderungen, die das Digital Business mit sich bringt. "Neue Gestaltungsm glichkeiten
von Kundenbeziehungen" erl utert die Vorteile neuer Vertriebswege und die Steigerung des Kundennutzens. "Risk Management und
Nutzenanalyse im Unternehmenscontrolling" stellt die Auswirkungen neuer Organisations- und IT-Konzepte auf das Controlling dar und
analysiert sie. "Realisierung und Anwendung von Knowledge Management" schlie lich widmet sich der Umsetzung der Konzepte in die Praxis
und behandelt beispielsweise multimediale Lernwelten oder den Aufbau von Kompetenznetzwerken. Somit liefert dieser Band entscheidende
Ideen und neue IT-L sungen für das strategische Management und den Erfolg Ihrer Unternehmung.
Self-organized collaborative knowledge management May 23 2022
Strategy, Economic Organization, and the Knowledge Economy May 11 2021 The advent of the knowledge economy changes the ways in
which firms organise their activities and how they strategize in the market place. This non-technical volume lays the foundations for an
analysis of these phenomena. The discussion is both theoretical and empirical.
18th European Symposium on Computer Aided Process Engineering Dec 26 2019 The 18th European Symposium on Computer Aided
Process Engineering contains papers presented at the 18th European Symposium of Computer Aided Process Engineering (ESCAPE 18)
held in Lyon, France, from 1-4 June 2008. The ESCAPE series brings the latest innovations and achievements by leading professionals from
the industrial and academic communities. The series serves as a forum for engineers, scientists, researchers, managers and students from
academia and industry to: - present new computer aided methods, algorithms, techniques related to process and product engineering, discuss innovative concepts, new challenges, needs and trends in the area of CAPE. This research area bridges fundamental sciences
(physics, chemistry, thermodynamics, applied mathematics and computer sciences) with the various aspects of process and product
engineering. The special theme for ESCAPE-18 is CAPE for the Users! CAPE systems are to be put in the hands of end users who need
functionality and assistance beyond the scientific and technological capacities which are at the core of the systems. The four main topics are: off-line systems for synthesis and design, - on-line systems for control and operation, - computational and numerical solutions strategies, integrated and multi-scale modelling and simulation, Two general topics address the impact of CAPE tools and methods on Society and
Education. * CD-ROM that accompanies the book contains all research papers and contributions * International in scope with guest speeches
and keynote talks from leaders in science and industry * Presents papers covering the latest research, key top areas and developments in
Computer Aided Process Engineering
A New Paradigm of Knowledge Engineering by Soft Computing Dec 18 2021 Soft computing (SC) consists of several computing paradigms,
including neural networks, fuzzy set theory, approximate reasoning, and derivative-free optimization methods such as genetic algorithms. The
integration of those constituent methodologies forms the core of SC. In addition, the synergy allows SC to incorporate human knowledge
effectively, deal with imprecision and uncertainty, and learn to adapt to unknown or changing environments for better performance. Together
with other modern technologies, SC and its applications exert unprecedented influence on intelligent systems that mimic human intelligence in
thinking, learning, reasoning, and many other aspects. Knowledge engineering (KE), which deals with knowledge acquisition, representation,
validation, inferencing, explanation, and maintenance, has made significant progress recently, owing to the indefatigable efforts of
researchers. Undoubtedly, the hot topics of data mining and knowledge/data discovery have injected new life into the classical AI world. This
book tells readers how KE has been influenced and extended by SC and how SC will be helpful in pushing the frontier of KE further. It is
intended for researchers and graduate students to use as a reference in the study of knowledge engineering and intelligent systems. The
reader is expected to have a basic knowledge of fuzzy logic, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and knowledge-based systems. Contents:
Knowledge Engineering and Soft Computing OCo An Introduction (L-Y Ding); Fuzzy Knowledge-Based Systems: Linguistic Integrity: A
Framework for Fuzzy Modeling OCo AFRELI Algorithm (J Espinosa & J Vandewalle); A New Approach to Acquisition of Comprehensible
Fuzzy Rules (H Ohno & T Furuhashi); Fuzzy Rule Generation with Fuzzy Singleton-Type Reasoning Method (Y Shi & M Mizumoto);
Antecedent Validity Adaptation Principle for Table Look-Up Scheme (P-T Chan & A B Rad); Fuzzy Spline Interpolation in Sparse Fuzzy Rule
Bases (M F Kawaguchi & M Miyakoshi); Revision Principle Applied for Approximate Reasoning (L-Y Ding et al.); Handling Null Queries with
Compound Fuzzy Attributes (S-L Wang & Y-J Tsai); Fuzzy System Description Language (K Otsuka et al.); Knowledge Representation,
Integration, and Discovery by Soft Computing: Knowledge Representation and Similarity Measure in Learning a Vague Legal Concept (M Q
Xu et al.); Trend Fuzzy Sets and Recurrent Fuzzy Rules for Ordered Dataset Modelling (J F Baldwin et al.); Approaches to the Design of
Classification Systems from Numerical Data and Linguistic Knowledge (H Ishibuchi et al.); A Clustering Based on Self-Organizing Map and
Knowledge Discovery by Neural Network (K Nakagawa et al.); Probabilistic Rough Induction (J-Z Dong et al.); Data Mining via Linguistic
Summaries of Databases: An Interactive Approach (J Kacprzyk & S Zadrozny); and other papers. Readership: Graduate students, researchers

and lecturers in knowledge engineering and soft computing."
Algorithmic and Knowledge Based CAD for VLSI Aug 26 2022 Samples the present state-of-the-art in CAD for VLSI, covering both newly
developed algorithms and applications of techniques from the artificial intelligence community. The material is based on a tutorial course run in
conjunction with the 1991 European Conference on Circuit Theory and Design, and should interest engineers involved in the design and
testing of integrated circuits and systems. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Expert Systems, Six-Volume Set Apr 10 2021 This six-volume set presents cutting-edge advances and applications of expert systems.
Because expert systems combine the expertise of engineers, computer scientists, and computer programmers, each group will benefit from
buying this important reference work. An "expert system" is a knowledge-based computer system that emulates the decision-making ability of
a human expert. The primary role of the expert system is to perform appropriate functions under the close supervision of the human, whose
work is supported by that expert system. In the reverse, this same expert system can monitor and double check the human in the performance
of a task. Human-computer interaction in our highly complex world requires the development of a wide array of expert systems. Key Features *
Expert systems techniques and applications are presented for a diverse array of topics including: * Experimental design and decision support *
The integration of machine learning with knowledge acquisition for the design of expert systems * Process planning in design and
manufacturing systems and process control applications * Knowledge discovery in large-scale knowledge bases * Robotic systems *
Geograhphic information systems * Image analysis, recognition and interpretation * Cellular automata methods for pattern recognition * Realtime fault tolerant control systems * CAD-based vision systems in pattern matching processes * Financial systems * Agricultural applications *
Medical diagnosis
Knowledge and Innovation in Regional Industry Aug 14 2021 This superb new book develops a knowledge-based theory of innovation,
marrying three streams of literature: innovation, inter-firm collaboration and networks, and learning regions. This book will interest all those
working in economic geography and the economics of innovation.
Foundations of Intelligent Systems Mar 29 2020 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th International Symposium on
Methodologies for Intelligent Systems, ISMIS'97, held in Charlotte, NC, USA, in October 1997. The 57 revised full papers were selected from a
total of 117 submissions. Also included are four invited papers. Among the topics covered are intelligent information systems, approximate
reasoning, evolutionary computation, knowledge representation and integration, learning and knowledge discovery, AI-Logics, discovery
systems, data mining, query processing, etc.
Work-Based Learning Jan 27 2020 Work-Based Learning
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